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1 Datasets and source code

Datasets, results and source code are available on Zenodo.
Note that some part of the dataset (the original, unprocessed data) cannot be distributed directly by the authors

(regardless of their will), as they are owned by third parties who set licenses that prevent redistribution. However, all data
is publicly available on the web (see below). The source and method to preprocess the unredistributable data is indicated in
the public version of the dataset.

To reproduce our experiments, you will however only need the source code and the preprocessed dataset, which are
publicly available. The output of our experiments, before the analysis made in the last section of the paper, is also available.

• https://zenodo.org/record/1313600

• https://zenodo.org/record/1313627

• https://zenodo.org/record/1313643

• https://zenodo.org/record/1313613

• https://zenodo.org/record/1313635

2 Sources for the dataset
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Table 1: Features used.
Feature code Source Type Description

protected area cls
[9] vector

Presence of protected natural areas
protected area dst Distance to nearest protected natu-

ral area
water cls

NGA VMAP0 [6] vector

Presence of inland water
water dst Distance to nearest inland water

area
populated places cls Indicates if pixel is in a known

highly populated place
populated places dst Distance to nearest populated place
rivers cls Presence of rivers
rivers dst Distance to nearest rivers
health cls

[1] vector
Presence of health facility

health dst Distance to nearest health facility
temperature mean

WorldClim 1.4. [3] raster
Mean temperature

precipitations Mean annual precipitations
nightlights VIIRS Day/Night Band

Nighttime Lights. [2]
raster Visible night lights

NPP GPP Terra/MODIS Net Primary
Production (MOD17A3). [8]

raster Net Primary Production

road cls
OSM. [7] vector

Presence of roads
road dst Distance to nearest road
cover deciduous forest cls

MDA BaseVue 2013. [5] raster

Indicates that the pixel has a
specific class. See [5] for
description of the classes.

cover evergreen forest cls
cover shrub scrub cls
cover grassland cls
cover minimal veg cls
cover agriculture cls
cover agriculture paddy cls
cover wetland cls
cover mangrove cls
cover water cls
cover high density urban cls
cover mediumlow density urban cls
cover deciduous forest dst

Distance to the nearest pixel
that has a specific class. See [5]
for description of the classes.

cover evergreen forest dst
cover shrub scrub dst
cover grassland dst
cover minimal veg dst
cover agriculture dst
cover agriculture paddy dst
cover wetland dst
cover mangrove dst
cover water dst
cover high density urban dst
cover mediumlow density urban dst
elevation

HydroSHEDS. [4] raster
Mean elevation

slope Mean slope (derived from elevation)
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